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Resource-shared Crypto-coprocessor of AES
Enc/Dec with SHA-3
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O’Neill, Senior Member, IEEE and Weiqiang Liu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Cryptographic co-processors are integral to the
modern System-on-Chips. Flexibility in such designs serves
dual purpose, i.e., it enables acceleration of different essential cryptographic primitives (Encryption/Authentication/Pseudo
Random Number Generation (PRNG) ) and also results in
design compaction via resource sharing. In this context, a
novel resource-shared crypto-coprocessor, named AE$HA-3 is
presented, which combines two National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) standardized algorithms, i.e., Advance
Encryption Standard (AES) and Secure Hash Algorithm-3 (SHA3). Due to algorithmic dissimilarities, so far no resource-shared
implementation enabling AES key scheduling/ enc/dec and SHA-3
has been presented. AE$HA-3 exploits resource-sharing for area
reduction, i.e., integration of Look-Up-Tables (I-Tables) for AES
enc/dec; logical optimization of Six Input Equation (SixIE) for
SHA-3; a Unified XOR Section to carry out both key whitening
in AES and SHA-3 transformations. Furthermore, the AES
key scheduling was performed using the same resource-shared
hardware. The proposed AE$HA-3 on Xilinx Virtex FPGA family
results in highest hardware efficiency in terms of Throughput per
Slice (TPS), along with a 49.37% area consumption reduction,
when compared against the smallest stand-alone implementations
presented to date.
Index Terms—Advance Encryption Standard (AES), Cryptography, Embedded System, Secure Hash Algorithm-3 (SHA-3),
cryptographic accelerator.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security is essential to today’s digital systems. To enable
multi-gigabit communication bandwidths, cryptographic accelerators (Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs))
are increasingly used for public key exchange, authentication, encryption etc. However, orthogonal to the performance offered by these dedicated ASICs, another critically
required feature is the design flexibility. Flexible accelerators, with a unified hardware architecture supporting various
versions/types/classes of cryptographic primitives, is a well
established practice with various significant works reported
in literature [1]–[3]. We list some advantages of flexible
crypto-copressors, taken up on ASICs/Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) below.
Firstly, they provide a common implementation supporting
various cryptographic operations as required by most (if
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not all) communication standards/protocols. With the rapid
development of communication technologies such as Internetof-Things (IoTs), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Software Defined Networking (SDN) etc., security is becoming
an integral part of these systems. That in turn demands the
implementation and adoption of variety of cryptographic primitives and protocols for multi-purpose security services such
as confidentiality, integrity, authentication as well as resistance
to quantum computing threats. Examples include Global System for Mobile (GSM), 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP), Transport Layer Security (TLS)/Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL), bluetooth, IEEE 802.11, ISO/IEC 29192 etc, which
recommend usage of cryptographic algorithms belonging to
classes of stream ciphers, block ciphers, Message Authentication Codes (MAC) as well as Public Key Cryptography
(PKC). A novice approach to undertake a separate hardware
realization for each of these security services will result in a
high resource and power-hungry design. Instead, a resourceshared design enabling multi-purpose cryptographic solutions
is more efficient, attractive especially to the systems with area
and power constraints.
Secondly, flexible cryptographic implementations can continuously protect against evolving cryptanalytic vulnerabilities
by switching to appropriate security levels or an alternate
algorithm out of the multiple choices available. The impending
realization of a scalable Quantum computer is an immediate threat to the currently deployed security infrastructure.
Quantum algorithms will reduce the security strengths of
today’s Rivest, Shamir and Adelman (RSA) and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) families of PKC to zero by virtue of
Shor’s algorithm [4], while the Grover’s search algorithm [5]
reduces the complexity of the search space of a quadratic
brute-force attack to half for symmetric key cryptography
(i.e., AES-128 and SHA3-256 will result in marginal security strength of 64-bits contrary to 128-bits). Consequently,
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) called
for Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC) competition in 2016
for the standardization of quantum-resilient algorithms for
the PKC [6], while NSA’s Information Assurance Directorate
(IAD) announced a transition to Suite B of doubled up keys for
symmetric key cryptography (including AES [7], SHA-3 [8]
algorithms) [9].
Thirdly, a common hardware implementation of different
algorithms, if required to execute exclusively, opens door to the
possibility of clever resource sharing, often enabling drastic
area/power reductions in hardware. Compared to multiple
distinct cores, a clever unified design reusing the macro-blocks
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of individual algorithms based on their structural similarities
has been shown to be more efficient [10]. Finally, the area
reduction generally comes in hand with power requirement
reduction, that is very welcome for the IoT applications
[11]. Throughput/security requirements may also often require
systems to switch between different versions of the same
algorithm.
This work presents a unified FPGA based hardware design
of a cryptographic core called AE$HA-3 that is capable of
performing two NIST standards (AES+SHA-3). The major
contributions of our work are as follows:
1) A resource-shared architecture of AES encryption (enc)
& decryption (dec) with SHA-3 is undertaken for providing multi-purpose cryptographic services (confidentiality, integrity, Authenticated Encryption (AE) etc.) as well
as being utilized by PQC algorithms. To the best of our
knowledge, such novel unified architecture endeavor has
never been undertaken before, due to apparent structural
dissimilarities in AES [12] and SHA-3 [13] designs,
even a unified implementation of both the AES enc
& dec processes is not a popular one due to their
asymmetric architecture.
2) We undertake the idea of aggressively exploiting the
macro block reuse within the two NIST standards to
present detailed designs of: the Base Module (suitable
for IoT applications) and AE$HA-3 (for high performance, multi-gigabit applications). The Base Module
accommodates a single AES-128 key scheduling, enc
& dec core with Keccak-f [400], while AE$HA-3 undertakes Keccak-f [1600] (SHA-3) with four AES-128 enc
& dec cores.
3) A thorough benchmarking of AE$HA-3 (on FPGAs)
is carried out, comparing it with both the standalone
algorithm implementations as well as unified designs
undertaking block ciphers and hash functions. The proposed AE$HA-3 on Xilinx Virtex FPGA family boosts
the highest hardware efficiency in terms of Throughput
per Slice (TPS), along with a 49.37% area consumption
reduction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Section
II provides the background including literature review of
available resource-shared architectures. Section III presents
our proposed resource-shared AE$HA-3 design, followed by
the detailed design description of Base Module, AES Key
Scheduler and its scalability to incorporate SHA-3 with AES128. Section IV benchmarks the implementation results and
comparisons. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Advance Encryption Standard (AES)
AES [7] is a Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS) approved cryptographic algorithm that is most widely
used encryption algorithms for the secrecy of information. It
is a symmetric block cipher that supports data block of 128-bit
with a variable key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits. The input
data in AES, is arranged in a two dimensional array of 4×4
bytes called a State, consisting of 16 bytes in total. It uses a

round function that is composed of four different byte-oriented
transformations as shown in Fig. 1(a) & (b), where both enc
& dec processes involve several asymmetries. The number of
rounds to be executed depend on the length of the key size.
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Fig. 1. Round function of AES enc/dec & SHA-3.

SubBytes is a non-linear byte substitution step that operates
independently on each byte of the State using a substitution table. This substitution table which is invertible, is derived by the
application of two transformations: First taking multiplicative
inverse (MI) in GF(28 ) with element 00 being mapped to itself
and then applying an affine transform (AF) over GF(2). The
inverse transformation of this step during decryption process
is InvSubBytes.
ShiftRows is a transposition step that shifts cyclically the last
three rows of the AES state with a certain number of bytes
towards left. The inverse of this during decryption process is
InvShiftRows in which last three rows are shifted cyclically
towards right.
MixColumns is a permutation step that operates on every
column of the state. Each column is considered as a fourterm polynomial over GF(28 ) and multiplied modulo x4 +1
with fixed polynomial c(x)={03}x3 + {01}x2 + {01}x + {02}.
As a result of this multiplication, four bytes in a column are
replaced by the following equations:
0

b0,c
0

b1,c
0

b2,c
0

b3,c

=

({02} • b0,c ) ⊕ ({03} • b1,c ) ⊕ b2,c ⊕ b3,c

=

b0,c ⊕ ({02} • b1,c ) ⊕ ({03} • b2,c ) ⊕ b3,c

=

b0,c ⊕ b1,c ⊕ ({02} • b2,c ) ⊕ ({03} • b3,c ) (1)

=

({03} • b0,c ) ⊕ b1,c ⊕ b2,c ⊕ ({02} • b3,c )

In this step during the encryption each byte; bi,c is multiplied
by constants; 01, 02, & 03 while in InvMixColumns step during
the decryption process, each byte is multiplied by constants;
09, 0b, 0d & 0e.
AddRoundKeys performs an addition (bitwise XOR) of the
state with RoundKey and each RoundKey is derived from input
cipher Key using a Key Scheduler.
B. Secure Hash Algorithm-3 (SHA-3)
SHA-3 is a standard hash algorithm, announced by NIST
in 2012 [14]. It is based on the 1600-bit instance of Keccak
algorithm [8]. The permutation function of Keccak-f [b] as
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defined by its authors, operates on a fixed length of string
called the width of permutation ‘b’ that can be chosen from
a set of seven transformations {25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800,
1600}. Further, ‘b’ is the sum of two parameters; rate ‘r’ &
capacity ‘c’ and equals to (r + c)-bit. The value of ‘c’ is to
be selected twice of the desired length of hash digest ‘h’-bit
,i.e., c = 2h. The input state of Keccak-f [b] is arranged in a
three dimensional matrix of 5×5×w, where ‘w’ defines length
of lane and equals to ‘b/25’. It also uses a round function
that consists of five step mappings (θ, ρ, π, χ, ι) as shown in
Fig. 1 (c), having totally different algorithmic structure from
AES. The number of rounds to be executed is calculated by
12+2(log2 (b/25)).
Theta (θ) Step: (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 4, 0 ≤ z < w)
C[x, y, z]

=

A[x, 0, z] ⊕ A[x, 1, z] ⊕ A[x, 2, z]

D[x, z]

=

C[(x − 1), z] ⊕ ROT (C[(x + 1), 1]); (3)

A [x, y, z]

=

A[x, y, z] ⊕ D[x, z];

(2)

⊕A[x, 3, z] ⊕ A[x, 4, z];
0

(4)

Rho (ρ) Step: (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 4)
A[x, y, z]

0

= ROT (A [x, y, z], r[x, y]);

(5)

Pi (π) Step: (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 4, 0 ≤ z < w)
B[y, (2x + 3y), z]

=

A[x, y, z];

(6)

Chi (χ) Step: (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 4, 0 ≤ z < w)
A[x, y, z]

=

B[x, y, z] ⊕ (N OT (B[(x + 1), y, z]) (7)
AN D(B[(x + 2), y, z]));

Iota (ι) Step: (0 ≤ z < w)
0

A [0, 0, z] = A[0, 0, z] ⊕ RC[z];

(8)

The A[x, y, z] represents a particular lane of a state while
B[x, y], C[x] and D[x] are the intermediate results. The XOR
(⊕), NOT and AND are the bitwise logical operations while
ROT is bitwise cyclic shift operator with value of r[x, y] and
RC is the round constant.
C. Resource-Shared Architectures
The idea of integrated implementations of multiple cryptographic primitives into a single architecture, for area efficiency
has been extensively taken up in scientific literature. We survey
different approaches taken so far in this context, in an informal
categorization.
A simplistic solution for a flexible hardware system is
a general purpose processor core with instruction set architecture (ISA) customization, specific to all the individual
security kernels needed to be supported. This approach, however straightforward, will generally fail to compete with the
custom designed cryptographic ASICs, in terms of acceleration
achieved. Noticeable examples include CryptoManiac [15],
Cryptoraptor [16], ECC processors [17], [18], etc. The macro
block commonalities were exploited in ARX based cryptographic kernels as Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA) on FPGAs to achieve remarkable area saving
[1].

The basic building blocks for major families of cryptography primitives include a very small subset of operations (used
under different configurations), e.g., permutation, substitution,
key whitening operations used in most of the block ciphers.
These commonalities have been exploited in rapid prototyping
by high level synthesis tools for block ciphers [19], stream
ciphers [20], etc. Unified resource shared architectures have
been proposed for several cryptographic hashes/several block
ciphers, or a combination of both. Several unified cryptographic hashes hardware designs have been reported so far:
MD-5+SHA-1 was provided in [21], [22], MD5+RIPEMD160 was proposed in [23] while a joint multi-hash core
of SHA-1+MD-5 +RIPEMD-160 was reported in [24]. A
multi-purpose AES core supporting all three key lengths and
various modes of operation such as Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC), Electronic Code Book (ECB) was reported in [25],
[26] whereas a joint accelerator for the symmetric key ciphers
such as AES/SMS4/Camellia was provided in [27].
A unified architecture providing the security solution both
of integrity and confidentiality has much more practical importance. Many implementations took up a NIST standard (or
some prominent finalists) for a resource-shared area-efficient
design, examples include ChaCha stream cipher + BLAKE
(SHA-3 finalist) in [28], AES + ECHO and Fugue (SHA3 round 2 finalists) in [29] and [30], respectively, AES +
Grøstl (SHA-3 finalist) in [30]–[35]. The BLAKE algorithm
was inspired by ChaCha stream cipher while ECHO, Fugue
and Grøstl were highly inspired by AES. These hash algorithms either shared the common structure/features with
these encryption algorithms or utilized them as a subroutine.
For example, ECHO uses AES directly as a subroutine,
therefore supports plain AES with negligible overhead [29]
while Grøstl and Fugue shared the common structure such as
SubBytes transform of AES without using it directly [30]–
[35]. Therefore, these algorithms offered a unique opportunity
to design a unified resource-shared implementation with AES
and consequently provided different cryptographic services
by a single hardware with significantly fewer resources and
efficient performance. However, all these designs [29]–[35]
were based on non-standard hash functions such as BLAKE,
ECHO, Fugue and Grøstl for providing integrity.
III. T HE P ROPOSED AE$HA-3 D ESIGN
The design and optimization of AE$HA-3, for an efficient
FPGA based resource-shared architecture of AES enc/dec with
standard hash function; SHA-3 was undertaken in following
steps.
1) First a combined AES enc & dec core is implemented as
shown in Fig. 2. Initially the ShiftRows & InvShiftRows
transforms are re-arranged and mixed together, then we
design an Integrated-Table (I-Table) (point 1 in Fig. 2)
in which the most computationally intensive transformations; SubBytes, MixColumns & InvSubBytes, InvMixColumns of respective AES enc & dec are combined together in the form of single unified Look-UpTable, targeting Block RAMs (BRAMs) of FPGA having
9× better security against Differential Power Analysis
(DPA) than LUTs [36].
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2) Then we apply the logical optimization technique on
SHA-3 algorithm named as Six Input Equation (SixIE)
optimization (point 2 in Fig. 2). In which the selected
step mappings (θ-3, ρ, π & χ excluding ι) of SHA-3 are
logically grouped into a single equation comprising of
six inputs; targeting LUT-6 technology of Xilinx FPGAs
but can also be implemented using 8-input Adaptive
LUT (ALUT) by Intel Altera FPGAs [37]. Whereas, the
first two equations of θ transform, i.e., θ-1 & θ-2 are
kept as it is.
3) We now undertake the architectural commonalities between AES enc/dec and SHA-3 for designing a resourceshared hardware unit as indicated by point 3 in Fig. 2.
These are MixColumns/InvMixColumns XORing (1) &
AddRoundKeys transform of AES enc/dec processes and
the first two equations of θ transform of SHA-3, i.e., θ-1
(2) & θ-2 (3).
The architecture is first elaborated with the help of Base
Module, in which a basic variant of Keccak algorithm, i.e.,
Keccak-f [400] is selected to incorporate with a single core of
AES-128 enc/dec. The Keccak-f [400] has the internal statesize of 400-bit with ‘r’ and ‘c’ of 144 & 256-bits, respectively,
as defined in [38]. With this capacity, it produces the message
digest of 128-bit, i.e., c/2 similar to that of AES-128 state.
The detailed diagram of our proposed Base Module is shown
in Fig. 3(a), which comprises of three main sections. A singleunit Look-Up-Table Section to carry out AES enc & dec
look-up operations. Resource-shared Unified XOR Section
to realize the AES MixColumns/InvMixColumns XORing &
AddRoundKeys transformations or SHA-3 θ-1 & θ-2 transformations. The last section SixIE Network to implement the
SHA-3 integrated equation by a single hardware.
The input data-path (In) for the Base Module is selected as
128-bit according to the AES-128 while for Keccak-f [400], it
is concatenated with additional 16-bit zeros to make 144-bit of
‘r’. The resulting r-bit are then further concatenated to c-bit of
zeros (representing the initializing phase) to form the internal
data-path of 400-bit (‘r + c’). In case of AES, the 128-bit input
(In) to the proposed design is first XORed with the cipher Key
and then applied to the proceeding modules, while in case of

Keccak, there is no cipher Key hence assigned with zero input
values. The design has two controlling input signals; Enc/Dec
& AES/Keccak on the basis of which a selection is made to
calculate either AES enc, AES dec or Keccak hash output. The
Enc/Dec controls the selection between the corresponding enc
and dec tables for the AES in Look-Up-Table Section while
AES/Keccak selects between the AES and Keccak data-paths
for the Unified XOR Section, as depicted in Fig. 3(b).
The data-path for AES enc & dec is highlighted by Fig.
3(c); it first goes through Look-Up-Table Section, where corresponding to each byte 32-bit encrypted or decrypted output is
produced by the I-Table core on the basis of Enc/Dec and T/S
(representing T-box/S-box Tables) signals. For complete 128bit input we get an output of 512-bit, the upper half 256-bit are
concatenated with upper half 64-bit Round Key while lower
half 256-bit are concatenated with lower half 64-bit Round
Key to make 320-bit each. The resulting 320-bit are applied in
parallel to N1 & N2 XOR networks of Unified XOR Section
as shown in Fig. 3. The AES input to each XOR network (N1
& N2) is 320-bit and corresponding to each input it generates
64-bit output. The combination of both 64-bit output from
XOR network in proper MSB and LSB order forms the final
128-bit AES enc/dec output.
Similarly, the data-path for Keccak is represented by Fig.
3(d); the 400-bit input goes into the Unified XOR Section,
where it is processed sequentially. It first goes into N1 XOR
network and then after passing from Padding module it is
applied to the N2 XOR network. In case of Keccak we need
Padding module in order to make the input of required length
for N2 XOR network by padding extra zeros because N1
produces 80-bit Keccak output corresponding to 400-bit input.
The 80-bit from Unified XOR Section along with this 400bit input are now provided to SixIE Network that finally
produce the 400-bit round output of Keccak. Out of this 400bit, corresponding 128-bit hash output is selected after the last
round. The Unified XOR Section is shared between AES enc
& dec processes and Keccak-f [400]; therefore, corresponding
input data-path to this section is selected through AES/Keccak
signal as shown in Fig. 3(a).
The Mux-1 and Mux-2 as shown in Fig. 3(a), are the
feedback multiplexers for AES and Keccak, respectively. Both
the multiplexers at ‘0’ select initial input to circuit while at
‘1’ select the feedback input for the calculation of remaining
rounds for each AES enc/dec and Keccak. AES-128 has total
of 10 rounds while Keccak-f [400] has 20 rounds to produce
the final output [7], [8].
A. Look-Up-Table Section:
The enc & dec processes in AES algorithm comprise of
totally different sequence of transformations and also different set of multiplication constant; (01, 02, 03) during the
MixColumns transform of encryption and (09, 0b, 0d, 0e)
during InvMixColumns step of decryption process. Therefore,
this results in the requirement of two separate and unshared
hardware unit along with different set of XOR networks
for both the enc & dec data-paths [39]. To incorporate this
asymmetry, we design a Look-Up-Table Section as a singleunit hardware that processes 128-bit AES input data either for
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enc or dec and at the same requires a single XOR network for
both the processes.
This section consists of a single I-Table core that is implemented using four 32Kb Block RAMs (BRAMs) in a dual-port
mode to process four 32-byte AES columns as shown in Fig.
4. Each 32Kb BRAM is configured with a unified Look-UpTable comprising of all enc & dec multiplication constants in
the form of T-box/S-box and T−1 -box/S−1 -box tables where
T-box represents the combined Look-Up-Table for SubBytes
and MixColumns transforms while S-box is the Look-UpTable for the SubBytes only. During the first 9 rounds of
AES encryption process, we require T-box with (01, 02, 03)
multiplication constants whereas during the first 9 rounds of
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Fig. 4. Internal architecture of Look-Up-Table section.

AES decryption process, we require T−1 -box with (09, 0b, 0d,
0e) multiplication constants [40]. Whereas, in the last round
of AES enc/dec processes, we require S-box/ S−1 -box tables,
respectively, instead of T-box and T−1 -box tables.
To store all enc & dec multiplication constants and substitution values in a single BRAM, same aspect ratio, i.e., 32-bit
width of BRAM is defined. Based on this each entry is adjusted to 32-bit format as the maximum entry in all these four
tables is of 32-bit. This arrangement now transforms each table
size into 8Kb. Further, to re-use the same XOR network during
both the enc & dec processes, the multiplication constants in
all these four tables are re-arranged. This arrangement is done
in such a way that 32-bit output from BRAM corresponding
to each 8-bit input during enc/dec follows the same symmetry
for the next section. For T-box it is arranged in (02, 01, 01,
03) order, for S-box (01, 00, 00, 00) order, for T−1 -box (0e,
09, 0d, 0b) order and for S−1 -box (01, 00, 00, 00) order.
To access these four 8Kb tables from a single 32Kb BRAM,
10-bit addressing is used that is formed by using two 1bit signals (Enc/Dec, T/S) as MSB in addition to 8-bit input
data; Addr[9:0] = {Enc/Dec, T/S, Din}. The MSB Enc/Dec-bit
selects between enc & dec Look-Up-Tables (i.e., T-box/S-box
or T−1 -box/S−1 -box), respectively, whereas T/S-bit selects
between the two tables, i.e., it selects the T-box during the
first nine rounds of the encryption process and then selects Sbox in its final round. Similarly during the decryption process,
it selects the T−1 -box for the first nine rounds and then selects
S−1 -box in the final round.
The input state of AES consists of four 32-bit columns and
each column is applied to a single BRAM where it is processed
in a time-multiplexed fashion by using multiplexers M0 & M1
as shown in Fig. 4. For selection, 1-bit counter as a control
signal being synchronized with the main clock (Clk) is utilized
to select the input bytes at multiplexers port and also to select
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the appropriate positive and negative-edge triggered registers
at the output. At control bit ‘0’, M0 & M1 select the first
byte and applied it to address port of BRAM (Addr A & Addr
B). The BRAM at positive-edge of Clk produces the desire
32-bit output at its Dout A & Dout B ports after clock-toout time. These outputs are then stored in selected positiveedge triggered register (R0 & R1) respectively. Similarly At
control bit ‘1’, the M0 & M1 select the next two bytes and
are again applied to BRAM. The corresponding outputs are
now stored in negative-edge triggered registers (R2 & R3). To
further enhance the throughput and performance of BRAMs,
internal embedded registers (indicated by dash lines in Fig. 4)
in combination with external registers are enabled at free of
cost to process single column of an AES state in a two-stage
pipelined architecture that takes two clock cycles to produce
128-bit output.
For the complete processing of four 32-bit columns (128-bit
input), four parallel BRAMs are utilized that produce 512-bit
output as shown in Fig. 4. This 512-bit AES output is then fed
to next module, i.e., Unified XOR Section where it is XORed
to produce the final AES encrypted or decrypted output.
Thus the integration of AES enc & dec look-up operations
into single joint architecture and accessing it from BRAM in
time multiplexed fashion result in saving of 75% of BRAMs
resources and utilizes only 4 BRAMs otherwise 8 BRAMs
will be required by AES encryptor and another 8 BRAMs for
the decryptor [41]–[43].
B. Unified XOR Section:
Conventionally, we require two 128-bit separate and unshared XOR networks for the XORing of T-box and T−1 box output [39] and another two 128-bit XOR networks
for the operation of AddRoundKeys during the AES enc &
dec processes. Similarly in case of Keccak-f [400] variant,
we also require two 80-bit XOR networks for θ-1 & θ2 transformations. Thus all of these transformations require
total of 672-bit XOR network with maximum of 5-input per
XOR gate. Now if we consider a LUT-6 of Xilinx FPGA,
the implementation of either one 5-input XOR gate or 2-input
XOR gate will utilize one LUT primitive. Hence 672-bit XOR
network results in the utilization of total 672 LUTs.
To reduce down these XORing requirement, we proposed an
Unified XOR Section of 160-bit only that is shared between
all the above AES enc & dec and Keccak transformations by
taking the following considerations.
1. Rearrangement of T-box outputs: The original 32-bit Tbox output of each byte in a AES column (b0,c , b1,c , b2,c ,
b3,c ) is XORed in a defined sequence as given by (1) of
MixColumns transform, in order to produce the final AES
column output. While the lanes of Keccak (A[x,0,z], A[x,1,z],
A[x,2,z], A[x,3,z], A[x,4,z]) are XORed in a different sequence
according to θ-1 transform as given by (2). Therefore, both
required different XOR networks and to share a single XOR
network between the two, we need modification in one of the
sequence.
Therefore, 32-bit AES T-box output from BRAMs in LookUp-Table Section before applying to this Unified XOR

Section are rearranged in output registers R0-R4 (as shown in
Fig. 4) in a sequence as required by θ-1 transform of Keccak.
The 32-bit T-box output from each BRAM during encryption
is now stored in R0 as (02, 01, 01,03) sequence, in R2 as (03,
02, 01, 01), in R1 as (01, 03, 02, 01) while in R3 as (01, 01,
03, 02) contrary to original sequence (02, 01, 01, 03). This
rearrangement of T-box outputs at the register level are done
through the routing without utilizing any hardware resources
and provides the opportunity to share the same XOR network
with Keccak input.
2. Modification of AES and Keccak-f[400] State Matrices:
Both the AES and Keccak have different sizes of state matrix
that in turn required separate XOR network. In Keccakf [400] variant, the input state is arranged in the form of
5×5 state matrix with each lane is of 16-bit wide while in
AES after the Look-Up-Table Section, we received 4×4 state
matrix with each lane is of 32-bit as shown in Fig. 5. The
Fig. 5(a) represents the Keccak-f [400] state while Fig. 5(c)
represents the AES state that have to XOR according to (2)
& (1) respectively. Similarly we have different input states
of Keccak-f [400] and AES for the calculation of θ-2 (3) and
AddRoundKeys transformations as shown in Fig. 5 (b) & (d)
respectively.
In order to mitigate the differences between the AES and
Keccak states, we first modified the AES state matrix of Fig.
5(c). The 128-bit Round Key of Fig. 5(d) is concatenated with
AES state, in such a way that it forms the fifth row of the
AES state matrix being symmetric with fifth row of the Keccak
state. Further, each 32-bit lanes of AES T-box state are divided
into two 16-bit lanes in order to have symmetry with 16-bit
lanes of the Keccak state.
Similarly the Keccak state for θ-2 step as shown in Fig. 5(b)
is also modified to have five rows. For this purpose it is padded
with extra zeros by using the Padding module (as shown in
Fig. 3(a)). The final modified input states of both AES and
Keccak for our Unified XOR Section are shown in Fig. 6,

Keccakf[400] State (A)
Keccakf[400] column’s parity (C)
AES T-box output (T)
AES MixColumn output (Out)
AES Round Key (K)

A0,4 A1,4 A2,4 A3,4 A4,4
A0,3 A1,3 A2,3 A3,3 A4,3
A0,2 A1,2 A2,2 A3,2 A4,2
A0,1 A1,1 A2,1 A3,1 A4,1
A0,0 A1,0 A2,0 A3,0 A4,0

>C[2]>C[3]>C[4]>C[0] >C[1]

16-bit

C[0] C[1] C[2] C[3] C[4]

16-bit

(b)

(a)

T0,0 T0,1 T0,2 T0,3
T1,0 T1,1 T1,2 T1,3
Out0 Out1 Out2 Out3

T2,0 T2,1 T2,2 T2,3
T3,0 T3,1 T3,2 T3,3
(c)

32-bit

K0,0 K0,1 K0,2 K0,3

32-bit

(d)

Fig. 5. (a) Keccak-f [400] input state for θ-1 and (b) Keccak-f [400] state for
θ-2 (c) AES output state after T-box and (d) AES state for AddRoundKeys
transform.
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where Fig. 6(a) represents the original Keccak input state while
Fig. 6(b) represents the modified input state of Keccak for θ2. Similarly Fig. 6(c & d) represent the modified AES state
with 16-bit lanes that now provide us the opportunity to share
the same XOR network between AES enc/dec and Keccakf [400] and also the AddRoundKeys transform of AES enc/dec
is realized by the same hardware.
Based on these finalized input states of Keccak-f [400] and
AES, we therefore design our Unified XOR Section. It is
implemented by two similar sets of XOR networks N1 & N2,
for both Keccak-f [400] and AES inputs. The AES data (either
enc or dec) from Look-Up-Table section is applied to these
XOR networks N1 & N2 simultaneously in the form of two
streams to produce the final 128-bit AES output i.e Out (AES
enc/dec) while Keccak input state is processed sequentially
from N1 to N2 and 80-bit output of (3), i.e., D[0] to D[4]
is produced. This Keccak output is then provided to SixIE
Network for further processing. The selection between the
input states for N1 & N2 are done through multiplexers using
the control signal AES/Keccak as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Each XOR network (N1 or N2) comprises of five 16-bit
XOR instances for the respective five columns of Keccak
state having lane size of 16-bit each. Out of these five, only
four 16-bit XOR instances (as indicated by dark shade in
Fig. 3(a)) are shared between the four columns of both AES
enc/dec & Keccak states while the last 16-bit XOR instance
processes only the fifth column of Keccak state. The input
to XOR network N1 is selected either from state in Fig.
6(a) or modified AES state in Fig. 6(c) in order to produce
either column parity (C[0] to C[4]) of Keccak or LSB 64bit (8 bytes) final output of AES enc/dec process respectively.
Similarly the input to XOR network N2 is selected either from
the state in Fig. 6(b) or AES state in Fig. 6(d) to calculate
either the output of (3) of Keccak-f [400]; D[0] to D[4] or
final MSB 64-bit AES enc or dec output respectively.
The internal architecture of both N1 and N2 is same but both
processes different set of inputs. For the simplicity a single 16-

bit XOR instance # 1 of ‘N1’ is elaborated in Fig. 7, in which
the first column from Keccak-f [400] state (A0,0 , A0,1 , A0,2 ,
A0,3 , A0,4 ) as shown in Fig. 6(a) or first MSB column from
AES state (T3,2 , T2,2 , T1,2 , T0,2 , K0,0 ) of Fig. 6(c) is processed.
The network on the basis of AES/SHA3 selection produces
either first 16-bit column parity (C[0]) of Keccak or two bytes
(16-bit) of AES output, i.e., Out0,2 , Out1,2 respectively. All
the other 16-bit XOR instances are same and in a similar way
compute the output of either AES enc/dec or Keccak-f [400]
transformations.
N1
Keccak

80

T-box/ 320
Keccak

[15:8]
[7:0]

5
2
16-bit 1
XOR

3

16

C[4]

4

[15:8]
[7:0]

64

Out[63:0]/
{C[0],…,C[3]}

[15:8]
[7:0]

8 Out0,2/C0[15:8]

[15:8]

8 Out1,2/C0[7:0]

[7:0]
[15:8] [7:0]

16
16
T3,2[31:16] T2,2[31:16]
/ A0,0
/ A0,1

16
T1,2[31:16]
/ A0,2

16
T0,2[31:16]
/ A0,3

16
K0,2[31:16]
/ A0,4

Fig. 7. Internal architecture of single 16-bit XOR instance.

Thus our proposed resource-shared Unified XOR Section
comprises of 160-bit single XOR hardware having two similar
(80-bit + 80-bit) XOR networks N1 & N2. This hardware is
shared between AES enc/dec and Keccak transformations that
utilized only 160 LUTs. Our resource-shared Unified XOR
Section thus results in saving of 76.19% area resources as
compared to 672 LUTs, that was conventionally required by
all the transformations such as θ-1 & θ-2 of Keccak and
MixColumns/InvMixColumns XORing & AddRoundKeys of
AES enc & dec processes.
C. SixIE Network:

A0,4 A1,4 A2,4 A3,4 A4,4

0

0

0

0

0

A3,3 A4,3

0

0

0

0

0

A0,2 A1,2 A2,2 A3,2 A4,2

0

0

0

0

0

A0,3 A1,3 A2,3

A0,1 A1,1 A2,1 A3,1 A4,1
A0,0 A1,0 A2,0 A3,0 A4,0
(a)

>C[2]>C[3]>C[4]>C[0]>C[1]
16-bit

K0,0 K0,0 K0,1 K0,1

C[0] C[1] C[2] C[3] C[4]

(b)

T0,0 T0,0 T0,1 T0,1

T1,2 T1,2 T1,3 T1,3

T1,0 T1,0 T1,1 T1,1

T2,2 T2,2 T2,3 T2,3

T2,0 T2,0 T2,1 T2,1

(c)

16-bit

16-bit

T3,0 T3,0 T3,1 T3,1
(d)

0

A [x, y, z] = (ROT ((A[x + 3y, x, z] ⊕ D[x + 3y, z]), r[x + 3
y, x])) ⊕ (N OT (ROT ((A[(x + 1) + 3y, (x + 1),
z] ⊕ D[(x + 1) + 3y, z]), r[(x + 1) + 3y, (x + 1)]

K0,2 K0,2 K0,3 K0,3

T0,2 T0,2 T0,3 T0,3

T3,2 T3,2 T3,3 T3,3

The 80-bit Keccak output (D[0] to D[4]) from N2 of
Unified XOR Section is now provided to SixIE Network
along with 400-bit input state (A[x,y,z]) according to (4). In
this section the next four equations of Keccak from (4) to (7)
are logically grouped into a single equation as given by (9)
through our logical optimization technique.

))AN D(ROT ((A[(x + 2) + 3y, (x + 2), z] ⊕ D
[(x + 2) + 3y, z]), r[(x + 2) + 3y, (x + 2)]))); (9)
16-bit

Fig. 6. (a) Keccak-f [400] input state for θ-1 and (b) modified Keccak-f [400]
state for θ-2 (c,d) Modified AES states.

In (9), ROT rotate number of bits of each lane (16-bit)
by a particular offset (r[x,y]) on the basis of x & y. The
values of r[x,y] for Keccak-f [400] are defined in [8]. Also
the parameters x, y, z in (9) for Keccak-f [400] ranges from 0
≤ x,y ≤ 4, 0 ≤ z ≤ 15.
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With the help of this single equation, we are now able
to calculate the final output of any lane of Keccak directly
there by accessing the six 16-bit inputs from both A[x,y,z] and
D[x,z] depending on value of x & y. For example, to calculate
the value of A’[1,0] lane, we put x=1 and y=0 in (9) with z
ranges from 0 to 15, it directly selects the following inputs;
(A[1,1], D[1]), (A[2,2], D[2]), and (A[3,3], D[3]) with their
respective offsets 12, 11 and 5 [8]. The resulted equation is
as follows:

322
321 v

338
337
336 v

323

v
v
LUT6

v
v
LUT6

A[x,y,z]
400

v

v

v
LUT6

D[0] to
D[4] 80

179
178
177 v

v

v
LUT6

82
81 v

83

v

v
LUT6
225
224
223 v

v

v
LUT6

99

98
97 v
v

v

v
LUT6

307
306
305 v

.......

v

v
LUT6

v
LUT6

.......

v
LUT6

163
162
161 v

v

.......

258
257
256 v

243
242
241 v

387
386
385 v

.......

v
LUT6

A΄[x,y,z]
400

147
146
145 v

v

v
LUT6

0

A [x, y, z] = (ROT ((A[1, 1] ⊕ D[1]), 12)) ⊕ (N OT (ROT

2
1 v

18
17 v
v

v

((A[2, 2] ⊕ D[2]), 11))AN D(ROT ((A[3, 3]⊕
D[3]), 5)));

3

v
LUT6

19

.......

66
65 v
v
v
LUT6

v
LUT6

67

(10)

This resulted six input equation (10) can easily be implemented by using LUT-6 of Xilinx FPGA that is why we apply
this SixIE optimization to Keccak. They are available in all
modern series of Xilinx FPGA such as Spartan-6, Virtex-5/6/7
etc. Each LUT-6 primitive is manually configured by INIT =
64’h60069ff99ff96006 as shown in Fig. 8, comprising of all
the possible combinations of LUT inputs according to simplified representation of (10); Out=(In1⊕ In2)⊕ (NOT(In3⊕
In4) AND (In5⊕ In6).
To produce the final 400-bit Keccak output (A’[x,y,z]), 400
(25×16) such LUT-6 primitives are instantiated together for
complete 25 16-bit lanes as shown in Fig. 8. The complete
implementation of (9) for all values of A[x,y,z] and D[x]
therefore utilized 400 LUT-6 primitives that incorporate θ-3,
ρ, π & χ transformations of Keccak together. Further, the
implementation of last step i.e ι given by (8) is also done in
this same section that consumes 16 extra LUT-6 primitives as
it is the XORing of 16-bit RC with the first lane of Keccak
state, i.e., A[0,0] only.
However, individual implementation of θ-3 & χ will consume 400 LUT-6 and 400 LUT-6 primitives, respectively,
whereas ρ and π steps will not utilize any area resources but
they may result in increased critical paths. However the logical
optimization of Keccak step mappings as proposed above, i.e.,
the SixIE optimization, utilized only 400 LUT-6 primitives.
Furthermore, this proposed optimization also eliminates the
requirement of 400-bit intermediate registers as needed before.
This results in reduction of 50% of area resources as compared
to the individual implementation of each step.
D. AES Key Scheduler
The ingredients of AES Key Scheduler, i.e., SubWord,
RotWord and XORing etc. are almost the same as that of
AES encryption, so the same resource-shared architecture of
Fig. 3(a) is re-used to generate ten 128-bit Round Keys from
128-bit cipher Key ahead of enc/dec process and stored in
128-bit registers. The pre-computed Round Keys will remain
same for the rest of AES enc/dec until the new cipher Key
is initialized. It will always take 10 clock cycles to generate
10 Round Keys after that AES enc/dec process starts with the
performance being promised. The AES key scheduling process
utilizing the same resource-shared hardware, along with extra
circuitry to generate the state for Unified XOR Section is
shown in Fig. 9. The reorganization circuitry and storing of

𝐼𝑛6
𝐼𝑛5
𝐼𝑛4
𝐼𝑛3
𝐼𝑛2
𝐼𝑛1

LUT6
Attributes

𝑂𝑢𝑡

INIT= 64’h60069ff99ff96006

𝑂𝑢𝑡 = (𝐼𝑛1 ⊕ 𝐼𝑛2) ⊕ (𝑁𝑂𝑇 𝐼𝑛3 ⊕ 𝐼𝑛4 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝑛5 ⊕ 𝐼𝑛6 ;

Fig. 8. Internal architecture of SixIE network.

160 bytes of Round Keys cost just 30 Slices on Virtex-6 FPGA.

Key

128

w3
w2
w1
w0

32

Enc
S

I-Table
Rcon

BRAM1
128

w3'

Reorganization
Cct.
512

128

N2

w0 w1 w2 w3
0 w2
w1 w1
0 w0 w0 w0
w3' w3' w3' w3'
0

0

32-bit

N1

640

Unified XOR Section

0
0

128

Round Key

Fig. 9. AES key scheduler.

E. Scalability to AE$HA-3:
So far we have presented a resource-shared architecture
of Keccak-f [400] variant with a single core of AES-128
enc & dec to produce 128-bit hash digest or 128-bit AES
encrypted/decrypted output. The proposed Base Module can
be easily extend to SHA-3 that is Keccak-f [1600] variant of
Keccak algorithm and can support either AES-192 or AES-256
depending upon the required security levels. For AES-192 and
AES-256, the state-size/data-path will remain the same, i.e.,
128-bit, only the number of keys as well as the rounds to be
executed will change. Similarly for SHA3-256 and SHA3-512,
the internal state-size of 1600-bit as well as number of rounds
will remain the same, only the ‘c’-bit as well as generated
message digest will vary.
The main challenge was the difference between the internal
state-sizes of both the algorithms such as 128-bit and 400-bit
for AES-128 and Keccak-f [400], respectively. Whereas SHA-3
(Keccak-f [1600] variant) has four times the internal state-size
of the basic module, i.e., Keccak-f [400]. To design a balanced
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AES/SHA3
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AES-128: In = 512
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c = 1024’b0
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c
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640

4
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640
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SHA3
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640

XOR 1

32
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1

640

128

P 128
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d 640
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640
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Mux-2

1600

640

AES/
SHA3
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I-Table4

512

512

Round
Key 128

1
2
3
4

…
…

128

Look-Up-Table
Section (AES)

SixIE Network
(SHA-3)
h = c/2

160

RC

{256/512}

Out (SHA-3)

Fig. 10. AE$HA-3: Resource-shared architecture of AES Enc & Dec and SHA-3.

architecture of AES-128 enc/dec with SHA-3 and to share the
resources effectively, four parallel streams of AES-128 cores
are accommodated with it.
The block diagram of resource-shared AE$HA-3 design is
shown in Fig. 10, the design is capable of producing either
512-bit of AES enc/dec output by processing four parallel
block of 128-bit inputs or 256-bit/512-bit hash digest depending on the use of SHA-3 mode such as SHA3-256/SHA3-512
having capacity c being 512-bit/1024-bit, respectively. In both
the SHA-3 modes, the c-bit, after concatenation with the input,
makes the internal state-size of 1600-bit for the SHA-3.
The Look-Up-Table Section for the AES enc/dec now
consists of four parallel I-Table cores (I-Table1 to I-Table4 )
each processing 128-bit of input data. The resulting 512-bit
output from each I-Table cores is then concatenated to 128-bit
Round Key before passing on to the Unified XOR Section.
The final and modified input states of AES and SHA-3 for
Unified XOR Section are shown in Fig. 11, where Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 11(b) represent the SHA-3 state for the θ-1 and θ2, respectively, each having the lane size of 64-bit while Fig.
11(c) represents the four AES states each having 32-bit lanes.
Based on these states, the Unified XOR Section is designed
in such as way that two AES states are processed with half
of SHA-3 states while other two AES states are processed
with remaining half of SHA-3 states. Therefore, the Unified
XOR Section of AE$HA-3 consists of two identical sets of
XOR networks each having N1 & N2 with five 32-bit XOR
instances.
The working principle of this Unified XOR Section is also
same to one explained in detail for the Base Module. This
section either processes two I-Table states in parallel (Fig.
11(c)) or processes the 64-bit SHA-3 states (Fig. 11(a) & (b))
sequentially, depending on the control signal AES/SHA3.

For AES enc & dec, N1 of the first set of XOR network
produces the 128-bit output by processing the I-Table4 data
while N2 produces 128-bit output by processing the I-Table2
data that finally constitute to 256-bit AES output. Similarly
for SHA-3 (using Keccak-f [1600]), N1 of the first set of XOR
network produces the 160-bit output of (2) by processing half
of the SHA-3 state. The resulting 160-bit output after passing
through the Padding module is then applied to N2 that finally
produces the first 160-bit output of (3). The second set of XOR
network will produce the remaining 256-bit AES output and
160-bit θ-2 output of SHA-3, i.e., D[0] to D[4].
The 320-bit output of θ-2 of SHA-3, i.e., D[0] to D[4]
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Fig. 11. (a) SHA-3 input state for θ-1 (b) SHA-3 input state for θ-2 (c)
Modified AES output states after each I-Table.
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along with initial 1600-bit input state is then provided to 1600bit SixIE Network that is four times replication of SixIE
Network of Base Module. This network now produces 1600bit SHA-3 output having the same logical optimized equation
as given by (9). Here the rotational constant ROT and range of
parameters x, y, z for (9) change according to the specification
of Keccak-f [1600] with minimal hardware overhead. Again
the ι step is also implemented within the same section.
Hence, scalability to AE$HA provides us the opportunity
to support futuristic security applications (against quantum
threats) since it enables higher security levels of the two NIST
standards. Furthermore, several quantum-resilient algorithms
in NIST PQC competition (e.g., CRYSTALS-Kyber) utilize
both AES and SHA-3 (for Pseudo Random Number Generator
(PRNG) or Extendable-output Function (XOF)) [44]
IV. I MPLEMENTATION R ESULTS & A NALYSIS
The Base Module and the AE$HA-3 designs were manually
coded in Verilog HDL and tested using Xilinx ISE Design
Suit 14.7. The design synthesis was carried our using the
Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST) on various FPGA families, results are presented for Virtex-6 (XC6VLX195T-3) and
Virtex-7 (XC7V585T-3) devices. Design implementation on
FPGA devices followed all intermediate steps, i.e., mapping,
translation and place & route (PAR) with no timing violations.
Each design was tested and verified by ISim simulator with
functional and post-PAR simulations, final occupied Slices and
operational frequency are reported here after post-PAR step.
The implementation results of our proposed resource-shared
architectures are shown in Table I. The Base Module incorporates a single core of AES-128 enc/dec with Keccak-f [400]
and produces either 128-bit enc/dec output or 128-bit hash
digest in 20 clock cycles. On Virtex-7, it results in a operating
frequency of 376.88 MHz and a throughput of 2713.54 Gbps
) for hashing while 2412.03 Gbps ( 128×376.88
) for
( 144×376.88
20
20
enc/dec. The design utilizes 285 Slices and 4 BRAMs that
correspond to total of 797 Equivalent (Equiv.) Slices where 1
32Kb BRAM is taken as equivalent to 128 Slices that holds
equally for Virtex-5/6/7 FPGA. These Xilinx families have
unified architecture based on LUT-6 technology, where one
256×32-bit table fits into 128 LUTs that correspond to 32
Slices as provided in [42].
The proposed unified AE$HA-3 design integrates four cores
of AES-128 enc/dec with SHA-3. The core generates either
four 128-bit enc/dec output in 20 clock cycles (using the key

size of 128-bit) or 256-bit hash digest (using SHA3-256 mode)
in 24 clock cycles providing the security level of 128-bit. On
)
Virtex-7, it has a throughput of 16.513 Gbps ( 1088×364.26
24
for hashing while 9.325 Gbps ( 512×364.26
) for enc/dec. The
20
design utilizes total of 3298 Equivalent Slices (almost 4× the
Base Module) and results in an operating frequency of 364.26
MHz.
To best of authors’ knowledge, reported AE$HA-3 is the
first resource-shared design for AES enc/dec with SHA-3 and
at present no implementation results are available in the open
literature for the comparisons purposes. Due to the unavailability of implementation results of unified architecture for
AES with SHA-3, we therefore first provide the comparison
of our proposed design with stand-alone implementations of
both the algorithms, i.e., AES and SHA-3. Then we compare
our implementation results with the available resource-shared
designs of AES and other SHA-3 hash finalist such as Grøstl
and Fugue.
A. Comparison with Stand-alone Implementations
A fair comparison of AE$HA-3 with stand-alone dedicated
implementations of AES and SHA-3 has some inherent difficulties. These dedicated cryptographic accelerators are designed with the goal of achieving high performance and often
have little or no flexibility. Flexibility is a desirable feature
of cryptographic cores, which is however, orthogonal to the
performance offered by these dedicated designs. Unification
of multiple cryptographic functions that must co-exist and
exclusively (one at a time) executed are more area efficient,
considering the area of the flexible core with the sum of
the area of stand-alone cores. This is due to the possibility
of aggressively exploiting the structural commonalities between these functions to enable resource-sharing techniques
providing a compact solution and contributing to performance
efficiency as well.
The comparison of our proposed designs with available
stand-alone implementations is given in Table II. After a
detailed literature survey, we report here the FPGA-based
designs with Virtex-5/6/7 implementations. In the absence
of availability of source codes for these designs, it is not
possible to convert results from one type of devices to another.
However, Xilinx Virtex-5/6/7 are based on similar architecture
and consequently, from area perspective Equiv. Slices for
designs will be almost same but frequency may vary with the
choice of FPGA device; Virtex-5 has 550 MHz as maximum

TABLE I
I MPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF OUR PROPOSED RESOURCE - SHARED DESIGNS
Architecture

Cores

Base Module Keccak-f [400]
AES-128 enc/dec

FPGA
Virtex-7
Virtex-6

AE$HA-3

Keccak-f [1600]
Virtex-7
4 × AES-128 enc/dec
Virtex-6

*1 BRAM equivalent to 128 Slices [42]

Area
Equiv.
(Slices + BRAM) Slices
285 + 4*
797

Frq.
(MHz)
376.88

297 + 4*

809

332.98

1250 + 16*

3298

364.26

1380 + 16*

3428

328.15

Thr.
(Mbps)
2713.54
2412.03
2397.46
2131.07
16513.12
9325.05
14876.13
8400.64
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TABLE II
R ESULTS COMPARISON OF PROPOSED DESIGNS WITH STAND - ALONE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATIONS
Function
Newe et al. [45]
AES-128 enc
Hussain and Jamal [46]
AES-128 enc/dec
Bouhraoua [47]
AES-128 enc/dec
Granado-Criado et al. [48] AES-128 enc
Moreira et al. [49]
AES-128 enc
Keccak-f [400]
Jungk et al. [50]
Keccak-f [400]
Jungk et al. [51]
Keccak-f [400]
This work
Ref_Keccak_400
Keccak-f [400]
Ref_AES
AES-128 enc/dec
Base Module
Keccak-f [400]
AES-128 enc/dec
Newe et al. [45]
Keccak-f [1600]
Sharif et al. [52]
Keccak-f [1600]
Gaj et al. [53]

Keccak-f [1600]

Jungk et al. [50]
This work
Ref_SHA-3
AE$HA-3

Keccak-f [1600]

a

FPGA
Virtex-6
Virtex-7
Virtex-6
Virtex-6
Virtex-5
Virtex-5
Virtex-5
Virtex-5

Area
(Slices+BRAM)
407 + 8
2444 + 0
6318 LUTs + 0
415 + 16
280 + 9
482 + 0
289 + 0
319 + 0

Equiv.
Slices
1431
2444
2106a
2463
1432
482
289
319

Thr.
(Mbps)
637.14
5306
4967
1815
1830/1994*
1748/1905*
1135/1237*
1836/2001*

Power
(mW)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Virtex-6
Virtex-6
Virtex-6

358 + 0
215 + 4
297 + 4

358
727
809

134
184
190

Virtex-6
Virtex-5
Virtex-5
Virtex-6
Virtex-5
Virtex-5

1048
1338
1352
1086
1369
1215

0
1
0
0
0
0

1048
1466
1352
1086
1369
1215

2610
1856
2397.46
2131.07
8830
11252/12265*
13536/14754*
11839
13337/14537*
5054/5509*

1345 + 0
1380 + 16

1345
3428

13963
14876.13
8400.64

790
1070

Keccak-f [1600]
Virtex-6
Keccak-f [1600]
Virtex-6
4×AES-128 enc/dec

+
+
+
+
+
+

–
–
–
–
–
–

Estimated Slices from LUTs considering 75% Slice utilization, * Normalized Thr. w.r.t Virtex-6 = Virtex-5 × 1.09

operating frequency while Virtex-6 has 601 MHz. For that
reason, we have calculated the normalized throughput for
Virtex-5 implementations by multiplying a factor of 1.09 =
601
550 . Further, we have also provided our own stand-alone implementations of Keccak-f [400], AES-128 enc/dec and SHA-3
as Ref_Keccak_400, Ref_AES and Ref_SHA-3, respectively for
the purpose of power consumption estimation.
Comparing to the reported stand-alone designs in Table II,
our Base Module utilizes 57.73% less area with additional
capability of decryption than the stand-alone implementation
of AES enc and Keccak-f [400] by Moreira et al. [49] having
1,914 Equiv. Slices (1432 + 482). Moreover, to compare the
area resources of our proposed Base Module with the smallest
reported AES-128 core by Newe et al. [45] and Keccak-f [400]
design by Jungk et al. [50], our Base Module saved 52.97%
area resources than 1,720 Equiv. Slices (1431 + 289). Furthermore, in comparison to our own stand-alone implementations,
Base Module saved 25.44% of area resources and 40.25% of
power with respect to the combined Equiv. Slices and power
consumption of 1085 (358 + 727) and 318 (134 + 184) mW
respectively. The Ref_Keccak_400 is a novice implementation
having more area than Base Module as the combined θ-3, ρ,
π & χ into a single SixIE on LUT-6, reduced 50% of area as
well as eliminated the need of 400-bit intermediate registers
between the Keccak-f [400] transformations.
In addition to reduced area utilization, our Base Module out
performs many stand-alone designs in terms of throughput. It
provides 20% better throughput for Keccak-f [400], i.e., 2.40
Gbps as compared to [49]–[51] designs whereas for AES-128
enc/dec, results in throughput of 2.13 Gbps greater than many
stand-alone AES implementations [45], [48], [49] as shown in
Table II. The achieved throughput figures are reasonable for
the resource-constrained applications.
Similarly our proposed resource-shared AE$HA-3 incorpo-

rating both SHA-3 and four cores of AES-128 enc/dec, utilizes
only 3428 Slices. Comparing the area utilization with the
smallest Keccak-f [1600] and 4 × AES enc/dec cores by [45],
our core signifies 49.37% resource saving. Whereas, comparing to our own stand-alone implementations such as Ref_SHA3 and 4×Ref_AES, the area and power savings are 19.40%
and 29.88% respectively. At the same time our proposed
AE$HA-3 core have highest throughput figures for both AES128 enc/dec and Keccak-f [1600] (SHA3-256) by considering
either the compatible Virtex-6 or normalized Virtex-5 devices.
Our proposed designs are clearly either faster/smaller or both.
B. Comparison with Resource-shared Implementations
Till date, no resource-shared hardware architecture that
incorporates the two NIST standardized algorithms i.e., AES
and SHA-3, has been presented in open literature. Therefore,
we provide the comparisons of our work with other reported
resource-shared architectures of AES with SHA-3 finalists
such as Grøstl and Fugue. Most of these shared cores results
are presented on Altera FPGA and consequently, an equivalence conversion is necessary. A single Logic Element (LE) on
Altera Cyclone-III FPGA is taken as equivalent to 0.12 Slices
w.r.t Virtex-5 [54], which is almost same for Virtex-6 FPGA.
The comparison of our proposed designs with available
unified architectures is provided in Table III. The Base Module
is compared with unified low-area designs whereas AE$HA-3
design is compared with available unified high-speed designs.
It is evident from the comparison table that our Base Module
provides a balance solution such as utilized optimal number
of area resources and offered highest throughput. Although
area resources of our proposed Base Module is greater than
these low-area designs [30]–[32], but enables much higher
throughput figures. It is a known fact that area of design can
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TABLE III
R ESULTS COMPARISON OF PROPOSED RESOURCE - SHARED DESIGNS WITH REPORTED UNIFIED DESIGNS
Cores
Jarvinen [30]

FPGA

Fuge-256
Cyclone-III
AES-128 enc
At et al. [31]
Grøstl-256
Virtex-7
AES-128 enc/dec
Pelnar et al. [32]
Grøstl-256
Virtex-6
AES-128 enc
AES-128 dec
Base Module
Keccak-f [400]
Virtex-6
AES-128 enc/dec
Guo et al. [35]
Grøstl-256
Cyclone-IV
4×AES-128 enc
Järvinen [30]
Grøstl-256
Cyclone-III
4×AES-128 enc
Rogawski et al. [33] Grøstl-256
Cyclone-III
4×AES-128 enc/dec
Rogawski et al. [34] Grøstl-256
Virtex-6
4×AES-128 enc/dec
AE$HA-3
SHA3-256
Virtex-6
4×AES-128 enc/dec

Area
Equiv.
(LE/Slices+BRAMs) Slices
4520 LE**
552

Fr
(MHz)
60.75

Thr.
(Mbps)
972
778
98
229
13.24
13.8
9.99
2397.46
2131.07
3877

TPS
(Mbps/Slices)
0.22
0.17
0.31
0.73
0.05
0.05
0.03
2.96
2.63
0.26
0.10
0.21
0.83

185+1*

313

415

302 + 0

302

80

297 + 4

809

332.98

15135 LE**

1847

242.3

13723 LE**

1675

56.03

23758 LE**

2851

144

1434
2869
2378

2447 + 0

2447

255

4212

1.72

1380 + 16*

3428

328.15

14876.13
8400.64

4.34
2.45

*1 BRAM equivalent to 128 Slices [42], **1 LE equivalent to 0.12 Slices [54]

be reduced by folding techniques at the cost of high latency
that eventually degrades the performance. It is worth noting
here that both of these algorithms, i.e., Grøstl and Fugue are
AES-inspired hash algorithms in their spirit and share major
common cryptographic primitives/structures with AES, such as
SubBytes transform, etc. Consequently, their resource-shared
architectures with AES are not only much more straightforward to design but are more likely to win in terms of
hardware efficiency. Both of these were SHA-3 finalists (and
not winners) and were not taken up for NIST standardization.
For a better comparison, Throughput-per-Slice (TPS) is calculated for each design to compare the hardware efficiency of
all these designs because it represents the ratio of throughput
by the hardware resources (to achieve the resulted throughput).
It is clear from Table III, that our proposed Base Module
shows highest design efficiencies for both hash and enc/dec
processes.
Similarly, our proposed AE$HA-3 design, as shown in Table
III, demonstrates the highest hardware efficiency (i.e., TPS)
and proves to be the most efficient unified implementation of
a standard hash function; SHA-3 with AES-128 enc & dec
reported till date. The area resources of our proposed core
are in the range of all these high-speed designs with added
advantage of high performance. Worth noting point here is that
the unified designs given by [30], [35] have incorporated only
the AES encryption with Grøstl-256, incorporating the AES
decryption in the same design would have required additional
area resources. Furthermore, Grøstl-256 has the internal statesize of 512-bit whereas our proposed AE$HA-3 design has
the internal state-size of 1600-bit for the SHA-3. In addition,
AE$HA-3 core can be easily reconfigured to operate various
flavors of AES and SHA-3 (including AES-192/256) and trivially tweaked to operate several modes of operation including
AES Counter (CTR) mode, SHA-3 Hash-MAC (HMAC) etc.
This tweaking will require external circuitry/control logic, that
will not significantly increase area budget or critical path of

the design.
V. C ONCLUSION
This work undertakes AE$HA-3, a unified hardware implementation of AES+SHA-3, both of which are NIST standards
for data confidentiality and integrity, respectively. This core
not only finds its practical application in a wide number
of modern communication system’s security protocols for
acceleration, but also can be used by PQC algorithms. Macro
block singularities between the two standards are aggressively
exploited to achieve logic/memory minimization to achieve
area efficiency, highly suitable especially for low-power applications with multi-purpose security requirements. The Base
Module incorporates Keccak-f [400] with AES-128 enc/dec
and is well suited for IoT applications whereas AE$HA-3
integrates SHA-3 with AES-128 enc/dec and is ideal for
high throughput multi-gigabit applications. Both the proposed
designs result in highest hardware efficiency (TPS) as compared to all available resource-shared architectures and are
flexible to address the different security requirements. Study
of Side-channel Analysis (SCA) vulnerabilities of AE$HA-3
and incorporation of generic countermeasures is next on the
agenda of this project.
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